This paper discusses the implications of Piaget's theory to science education. The first section of the paper, "What Science Teachers Need To Know: Scientific Knowledge and Its Source," describes three sources of students' knowledge and corresponding educational practices. The second section, "Functions of Intelligence," discusses the concept of knowledge and provides a table comparing the traditional ideas, Piaget's science of knowledge, and its educational implications of eight functions of intelligence, including perception, learning, error, problems, imitation, language, imagery, and memory. The third section, "Conclusions," discusses the understanding of several Piagetian terms, teaching implications, and the goals of science education. The last section, "References," is an annotated bibliography on functions of intelligence, development of students' activity, developmental psychology, genetic epistemology, structures, education, and other works. A total of 42 references are listed. (YP)
"Contributions of Piaget to Science Education"

Science Curriculum Concept Paper #2

What Science Teachers Need to Know: Scientific Knowledge and Its Source

Like scientists, science educators need scientific knowledge regarding the objects and phenomena which are studied and understood in their disciplines. But science educators also need another science not needed by scientists. Science educators need scientific knowledge about how students develop an understanding of scientific concepts (Piaget, 1973b, pp. 21-23; 1970f, 166-173).

Educators' understanding of the development of scientific knowledge distinguishes science education as a profession and accounts for its very difficult nature. In short, science teachers must not only know scientific concepts; they must also understand how concepts develop in students' thought (Piaget, 1970f, pp. 123-133; 1973b, pp. 35-37).

There are three possible sources for concepts formed by human thought:

(a) External -- If the source of scientific knowledge is thought to be outside the learner, then the teacher may become a giver of lectures, explainer, and organizer of demonstrations and hands-on experiences.

(b) Internal -- If the source of scientific knowledge is thought to be inside the learner, then the teacher may seek to use 'discovery methods' and draw upon the learner's innate capabilities or wait for them to develop.

(c) Activity -- If the source of scientific knowledge is thought to be in the reorganization of activity to rebalance internal organizations with outside factors, then the teacher may seek to work with students' mental activities, not simply performances, in order to develop the activities students attempt to initiate and adapt to reality (Piaget 1970f, pp. 25-29, pp. 137-180; 1973b, pp. 9-11, 92-109).

Piaget contributed a science of knowledge, genetic epistemology, which studies and explains the source of knowledge. Piaget's genetic epistemology focuses on the mechanisms which develop biological activity until it reaches the level of scientific thought. Genetic epistemology explains how human intelligence is a continuation of biological adaptation in which human activity makes contact with, and fits itself to, reality such that it comes to reflect reality in the precise manner of scientific knowledge (Piaget, 1960, pp. 14-17; 1970b. p. 12; 1972, pp. 19-20, 52-62).
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Functions of Intelligence

In research on the development of knowledge, Piaget’s scientific findings of genetic epistemology show that knowledge is not a state or a thing which is stored or transmitted. Knowledge is mental activity which actively organizes and acts on reality and thereby also fits itself to it. Mental activity arises out of the continuation of behavioral activity by reconstruction and conceptualization in systems of mental activities (Piaget, 1973a, pp. 49-61; 1971a, pp. 1-7).

Piaget’s contribution was to change knowledge from a noun to a verb—knowledge is something students do, not something students have.

The implication of Piaget’s research for science education is that knowledge cannot be pre-organized and transmitted to students. Rather, knowledge must be developed through students’ activity because teachers cannot transmit to students the coordination of mental activities into concepts nor do students have innate capabilities which allow immediate comprehension of meaning. Teachers verbal information can only trigger mental activity at the levels of organization which students have themselves developed (Piaget, 1973a, p. 119).

Traditional ideas of knowledge believe it to be a state formed prior to its presentation, a ‘body of material’ to be covered. These ideas lead to educational focus on how to present lessons, how to get and hold students’ attention, at what level various concepts can be taught, what kind of activities best reinforce teaching, how to test to determine what material has been retained, and other concerns involved in the transmission of knowledge and its reception by students. Piaget’s science of genetic epistemology raises different kinds of educational problems because knowledge is understood as arising from students’ activity.

Table 1 summarizes some of the functions of intelligence Piaget studied to determine if knowledge is the product of a transmission and reception, if it is innate such as a basic ability to reason or observe, or if it develops from activity (what Piaget calls ‘assimilation’) (see references for citations).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic and Problem</th>
<th>Traditional Idea</th>
<th>Piaget’s Science of Knowledge</th>
<th>Implications of Piaget’s Science of Knowledge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Perception</td>
<td>Perception or observation is a direct impression or copy of reality received through the senses and therefore the most honest data we have of an object.</td>
<td>Perception depends on coordinations organized by sensory motor activities which shapes, determines, and corrects what is perceived. Perception in itself lacks objectivity.</td>
<td>Ask students to generate and organize demonstrations, models, visuals, and their observations. Do not present demonstrations, models, or visuals to transmit knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How does perception manage to produce apparent copies of reality?</td>
<td>Learning only exercises existing methods of understanding. Development of understanding is produced by students’ attempts to coordinate and organize activity and to work out its problems.</td>
<td>Make teaching focus on how learners organize a method, not on answers. Have students organize learning activities. Do not organize methods or completed knowledge for presentation to students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Learning</td>
<td>From generalization of many learning experiences, students form more abstract knowledge. Learning experiences produce development.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic and Problem</th>
<th>Traditional Idea</th>
<th>Piaget's Science of Knowledge</th>
<th>Implications of Piaget's Science of Knowledge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. Contradictions/Error</strong></td>
<td>Errors indicate incorrect learning of skills or content presented by teacher or text. Monitoring and corrective feedback is necessary to prevent erroneous learning.</td>
<td>Errors aren’t failures of learning but of understanding; they are reflections of students’ methods of understanding and are needed by students to see results of their attempted method.</td>
<td>Let students produce and ‘own’ results of their activities. Feedback mechanism is presentation of method and results to peers which forces auto-correction. Errors are useful results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. Problems</strong></td>
<td>Problems require practice and serve to re-enforce specific performance skill or concept application. Problems focus on producing correct answers or performances.</td>
<td>Growth depends not on practice of isolated skills and behaviors but on organizing activities into rational wholes or systems. Problems of method, not answer, are fundamental.</td>
<td>Pose problems of organization and method, not answer. Follow learning by helping students’ see and pose problems raised by previous learning. Problems generate need for activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5. Imitation</strong></td>
<td>Modeling, demonstrating, and showing students how to solve problems or do a procedure provides students with a clear understanding of the knowledge or procedures.</td>
<td>The capability to imitate or learn from a model depends on students’ organization of a method for reconstructing the models’ activity. This development requires a construction by students.</td>
<td>Have students construct the model, the procedure, or the presentation. Don’t present models or show procedures to imitate unless students have prior understanding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6. Language</strong></td>
<td>Language contains and represents the logic and meaning of knowledge. By analyzing language used we can understand what it means; by learning language we can properly express thoughts.</td>
<td>Language does not store or transmit meaning nor does it create the representational function. Representational symbols are necessary to thought but do not form thought.</td>
<td>Develop understanding and meaning first in students; then provide labels for things. Do not focus on language training which does not create understanding; focus on developing students’ meaning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7. Imagery</strong></td>
<td>An image is the perceptual copy of the object which remains when the object is absent. An image presents an object or shows a concept so that it can be understood.</td>
<td>Imagery is not a direct copy and does not derive from perception. It is constructed by mental activity and incapable of promoting or developing thought since it is a product of organizing function of mental activity.</td>
<td>Develop imagery by having students transform objects, perform transformations in thought, and capture in drawings or diagrams. Drawings/imagery depends on thought for its construction and representations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8. Memory</strong></td>
<td>Information is received and encoded then stored in long or short term memory. All that is experienced is stored. The mind retrieves only partially what was placed in memory.</td>
<td>Memory is a reconstruction which depends on original organization of experience. Memory doesn’t develop thought but is developed by thought. Memory reflects only what was understood.</td>
<td>Emphasize understanding over recall. Make all information available for learning and assessment. Stress active organizing of information and experiences, not storage.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison of traditional ideas, Piaget’s science of genetic epistemology, and its educational implications (see annotated references for citations by category).
The findings of genetic epistemology reveal that knowledge is not pre-organized outside learners nor is it transmitted to them through instruction, text, or from observation. The essential feature of knowledge is that it consists of the organization of activities which act on reality to modify it and therefore to know it (Piaget, 1970b, p. 15; 1973a, pp. 90, 107). Thus, external factors can support and provide stimulus for the mental activities of students but the essential work of organizing, coordinating, and fitting these activities of thought to reality can only be done by students (Piaget, 1957, p. 39; 1960, pp. 34-50; 1970b, pp. 14-16).

The fundamental switch from traditional ideas of knowledge to knowledge as systems of mental activity changes the nature of the problems, roles, and needs of science teachers. The shift from instruction which attempts to transmit completed knowledge to instruction which attempts to see and work with the systems of mental activity students naturally and actually generate, changes the nature of problems and roles of various instructional functions (Piaget, 1973b, pp. 1-37).

The source of knowledge for students does not fundamentally lie with the teacher, direct experience with objects, language, demonstrations, or visuals; the source of knowledge lies within students' organization of activity. To know does not mean to receive impressions and data from which to generalize. To know means to mentally act on the object and thereby to reconstruct the object in thought (Piaget, 1970f, pp. 10-20).

**Conclusions**

**Understanding**

If educators wish to understand and use Piaget's research showing knowledge as mental activity organized by students into systems, several important needs arise:

1. **Systems** -- Science educators will need clear, technical specifications and understanding of the fundamental nature and properties of systems as they are found in student activities at all levels. The understanding of systems as logico-mathematical models of thought provides a precise language for describing mental operations. Piaget found three major systems by which thought organizes its activities:
   - functional or one-way (non-reversible) systems,
   - operational or two-way (reversible) systems, and
   - formal operational or four-way (doubly reversible) (Piaget, 1957, pp. 8-37; Piaget 1970c, pp. 3-16; Piaget & Inhelder, 1969, pp. 92-151).

2. **Functions and Structures** -- Science educators will need precise descriptions which clearly distinguish both the functions (the 'why' expressed in Piaget's assimilation and equilibration theory) and the structures (the 'how' addressed in the functional, concrete operational, and formal operation systems) of the development of students' understanding of each key concept and the overall structure of the discipline (the basic conceptual organizers and the 'model' which relates them one to another) (Piaget, 1971A, pp. 138-185).

   (a) **Functions remain constant** (what Piaget calls the 'functional invariants', the equilibration of assimilation and accommodation) (Piaget, 1952, pp 1-20) through investigation cycles. These functions include:
      - finding and identifying problems,
      - generating ideas and hypotheses,
      - formulating methods,
      - gathering data and conducting verifications,
      - analyzing the results and evaluating progress, etc. (for a complete assimilation model see Piaget, 1977, 3-77).

   (b) **Structures or systems of understanding change and develop** through investigation cycles. These structures include:
      - first preoperational methods, pre-concepts, unstable (perceptual) data, definitions by
usage, non-logical analysis, etc.

- *then operational methods*, concepts, objective description, conceptual definitions, deductions, etc.

- *and finally, formal operational methods*, hypotheses organizing and isolating all possible variables, propositional logics, true experimental methods, explanations, etc. (Piaget, 1970d, pp. 74-76).

3. **Problems of Development** -- Science educators will need an identification of the key problems which student thinking must overcome at each stage in their development of understanding of a phenomenon. And, these problems should be related to the usefulness each discipline has in solving fundamental human problems of adaptation since knowledge is itself an expression of the adaptation of thought to reality (Piaget, 1960, pp. 7-17).

   - For example, problems of classification and description form initial Stage I problems producing laws and facts which allow simple predictions and generalizations.

   - As understanding advances to Stage II, the problems of description and conceptualization shift to deeper problems of relationships which allow the deduction of laws and the formulation of logical or mathematical systems.

   - Finally, in Stage III, problems of explanation arise from the natural progression to attempt to understand and find the reason for things which allows the construction of a causal model (Piaget, 1970d, pp. 73-76; 1972, pp. 20-51, 78-81).

4. **Psychological Facts** -- Science educators will need factual descriptions of what the actual systems of mental operations will look like at each stage of development (Piaget, 1973b, pp. 21-23). When student investigation begins, teachers must have a clear idea of:

   - what to expect from students,

   - how to differentiate between learning or socialization effects in students’ behavior, and their systems of understanding and conception, and

   - clear examples of how students reason and organize their activity at each stage of development.

These psychological facts will assist teachers in determining exactly what a concept means to students at every level of development (see texts listed in reference section for many descriptions of students' activity).

5. **Factors of Development** -- Science educators will need knowledge of the role various factors play in the development of students' knowledge. To make student development rather than simple learning the goal of education, the intellectual functions used in learning cannot be taken for granted. Information about the development of functions and their role in student cognitive development will need to be made available to teachers. These functions include:

   - memory,

   - language,

   - teacher explanation,

   - pre-organized laboratory activities,

   - student analysis and reflection,

   - social interaction and cooperative learning,

   - textbooks,

   - experiments organized and performed on objects, etc.

Science educators will need precise understanding of the proper roles of the various functions in promoting the development of student understanding (Piaget 1971c, 45-67; 1976, 332-353).

**Teaching Applications**

Piaget’s scientific understanding of the knowledge of the science curriculum, which allows educators to see and work with the development of students' systems of mental activity, leads to a need for new techniques and methods of teaching.
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1. **Student Research Problems** -- Science teachers will need effective activities and methods which help students find and formulate problems of investigation which are specially fitted to helping students develop understanding of the concepts of the curriculum. These have to do with specific techniques for getting student activity started and working with what students initiate to help them find an interesting, clear, and purposeful direction for their learning activities.

2. **Methods of Investigation** -- Science teachers will need methods and materials which allow them to work with students' activity as it develops rather than with presenting knowledge. These must assist and develop in students their ability to organize their learning activities. Development occurs when many learning activities form cycles so as to successively build on previous learning and follow the natural development of a system of understanding.

3. **Data and Learning Results** -- Science teachers will need rich data sources for students' use both in the form of actual objects and phenomena, and in representational sources (written and visual). Science teachers will need corresponding methods and strategies which make effective use of student learning activity. Instead of carefully organized textbooks and laboratory procedures, instructional methods featuring student development require that students organize investigations and previous learnings into coherent understandings and explanations.

4. **Qualitative Assessments** -- Science teachers will need qualitative methods which help students display their own development of understanding so as to establish student feedback mechanisms within the classroom. Institutional methods of assessment and evaluation must provide the objective description and explanation of the development of students' systems of understanding as seen in the actual products of learning activities. These assessment methods must be clearly distinguished from students' own interests in self-evaluation and self corrections.

Thus educational practice and understanding can be expected to follow the same fundamental path of all practical activity and cognitive development. It begins with an initial awareness and ability to see only outward, observable appearances or end results, and progresses toward increasingly understanding the internal processes, methods of production, and developmental mechanisms of mental activities (Piaget, 1976, 335-337).

For educational practice, this law of development suggests that the traditional teaching focus on observable student behaviors and performances will gradually give way to instructional focus on the internal mechanisms of thought and finally to their development. Corresponding to this development will be techniques which increasingly take account of and work directly with the actual systems of mental activity students can initiate and organize in response to problems they see and address (Piaget, 1970f, 170-173).

**Goals of Education**

The real problem set before educators is the nature of intellectual development which education intends to produce in the future citizens of society. Does science education attempt to stock the memory and prepare citizens who follow the directions, constructions, and completed understanding of others, or does science education intend to actively pursue the intellectual development of every student so as to prepare citizens who can solve problems, who can organize and invent, who can make sense of difficult situations and organize methods of action, and in short, who have constructed an understanding such that "they are capable of production and creativity and not simply repetition?" (Piaget, 1970f; pp. 17-20; 1973b, pp. 3-37)

"The goal of intellectual education is not to know how to repeat or retain ready-made truths (a truth that is parroted is only a half-truth). It is learning to master the truth by oneself at the risk of losing a lot of time and of going through all the roundabout ways that are inherent in real activity" (Piaget, 1973b, p. 106).

The ideal for science education is to increasingly understand and affect the fundamental intellectual development of students. This supposes the movement away from traditional, transmission methods of teaching which
appeal to the illusion that knowledge can be presented and transmitted ready made to students.

It is true traditional methods produce immediate performance effects in students. However, it is the intellectual development of students which has the long range effect of promoting understanding and counts for most. Piaget's science of knowledge provides both a scientific basis for science educators who wish to understand student development and an ideal for attempts to fashion educational methods which “organize situations that create useful problems for students and discussion which creates the need for reflection and reconsideration…What is desired is that the teacher cease being a lecturer, satisfied with transmitting ready-made solutions; his role should rather be that of a mentor stimulating initiative and research…This obviously leads to placing all educational stress on the spontaneous aspects of students’ activity” (Piaget, 1973, pp. 11, 16).
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